This article deals with possible emendation of the text of CIL III, 4185 (alternatively CLE 578, ILCV 296, RIU I, 80, CLEPann 25, AE 1984, 722). The second part of this inscription consists of three hexametrical verses; the preserved text of the first one is: "QVISQVIS HE POST ME
Introduction
This article deals with possibilities of emendation of the inscription CIL III, 4185, 1 and particularly with one of its parts, abbreviated "HE", which is usually interpreted as "{h}e(ris)", while we suggest the reading "he(res)". Apart from philological aspects, both the legal meaning of the text and the parallels with formulations in the testaments of Dasumius 2 and C. Longinus Castor 3 are considered as well in this article. It is a sepulchral inscription, found in 1845 in Savaria, Pannonia superior (nowadays Szombathely, Hungary), it is located in Hungarian National Museum in Budapest nowadays. It was written in late 3 rd or during the 4 th century AD. Its height is 59,5 cm, width 100,5 cm, and thickness 5 cm; letter size on respective lines varies from 3,8 cm to 7 cm. 4 
CIL III, 4185
The inscription consists of prosaic and metrical parts (dactylic hexameter). 5 The text is as follows: 
FL DALMATIVS V P EX PRO[ ] QVI VIXIT AN XL ET AVR IVLIA CONP DVLC QVI VIXIT AN XXXV IDEOQVE HVNC TITVLVM SCRIPSERVNT QVISQVIS HE POST ME DM LARIS HVIVS ET ORTI VICINAS MIHI CARPE ROSAS MIHI LILIA PONE [ ]NDEDAS Q VIRIDIS DABIT ORTVLVS ISTA BEATVM [ ] VOLVSSIVS ET SABATIA LIB POSVERVNT Its interpretation (according to CIL) is:

Fl(avius) Dalmatius v(ir) p(erfectissimus) ex pro[tect(ore)] / qui vixit an(nis) XL, et Aur(elia) Iulia conp(ar) dulc(issima) / qui vixit an(nis) XXXV
Metrical and syntactical aspects
The second part of the inscription (from "scripserunt" to "Volussius") consists of three dactylic hexameters:
quisquis
he(ris) post me d(o)m(inus) Laris huius / et (h)orti vicinas mihi carpe rosas mihi lilia pone / [ca]ndeda{s} q(uae) viridis dabit (h)ortulus ista beatum
As we can see, the second hexameter is an absolutely correct one. In the third one, we can identify a mistake, as the third syllable in "[ca]ndeda{s}(!) q(uae)" is long by position (and by nature as well, if we consider the final "s" as an attempt to make an accusative feminine); even though we know that due to the meaning "lilia […] [ca] ndeda{s}" the third syllable shall be a short one, thus corresponding to the hexameter. That is why we cannot absolutely rely on metrical correctness of these hexameters. Otherwise would the metrical form constitute a strong argument for the reading "{h}e(ris)" as its short first syllable corresponds to the hexameter, while "he(res)" with long first syllable does not. The reading "he(res)" might be justified by the tendency of weakening the emphasis in late Latin.
14 Even though it is more likely to shorten vowels in unstressed syllables, shortening of stressed vowel is attested as well. 15 In the case analysed, the classical "long e" changes to vulgar "closed e". 16 (the last two occurrences are even not dealing with context of succession). There are also formulations containing both "heres" and a form of "esse", such as Persius; 26 later Polythecon 27 (in the latter, "heres" is a different person than the one addressed "eris"). But we can find also formulations supporting the reading "he(res)" -again, we can start with Martialis, 28 but we can also mention CIL XI, 6355; 29 later Thomas Seneca. 30 Thus, we can see that literary and inscriptionary parallels can support the reading "he(res)" as well. We also have to mention various salutations of travellers, such as CIL VI, 9437, 31 that have quite similar structure -address, imperative, required activity. "Let Titius be my heir, and let Seius and Maevius also be my heirs." It is true, as is held by Proculus, that the estate should be divided into two portions, one of which should be given to the two heirs who were appointed together. Translations of the Digests cited according to Scott (1932) .
22 Adamik (1983: p. 6 
Legal context
The legal context of the inscription can serve as a tool for its interpretation. Even though it is apparent that the sepulchral inscription cannot be analysed the same way as legal documents, the legal background of the case can help us consider, whether the suggested reading makes sense. Even though the inscription was made ("scripserunt […] pone" expresses a wish that the future owner shall conduct specified activities. The context makes it clear that the legal title 32 for acquiring the ownership is a unilateral juridical act mortis causa (testamentum, legatum, fideicommissum) .
It is beneficiary of a testament, who is denominated "heres" (heir). However, testamentum is a highly formal institute, while the inscription analysed of course does not fulfil its requirements. 33 The only way we could assume it is a valid testament (provided the inscription really expresses the will of the testator) is the military testament (testamentum militis), that was due almost without formal requirements. 34 It is, however, quite unlikely in this case, as only the ordinary soldiers were allowed to make a military testament valid even a year after their honourable discharge (missio honesta), 35 while the deceased was an officer ("ex pro[tectore]").
36
If we consider civil bequest (legatum), the beneficiary is denominated legatarius, which does not support our hypothesis, notwithstanding legata being as formal as testamenta. On the other hand, there are trusts (fideicommissa), which are absolutely informal and can be made in any way, written or oral. The beneficiary of trusts is denominated fideicommissarius; however, if the whole decedent's estate is devised, the institute is called universal devise (fideicommissum hereditatis) and the beneficiary heres fideicommissarius.
37
As a result, it is very likely that the "post me d(o)m(inus)" is the heir (heres), either due to the testamentum militis, or, more likely, due to the fideicommissum hereditatis. The same conclusion can be traced in one of the German translations ("Wer auch immer der Erbe ist nach mir der Herr dieses Gutes und der Gärten"), 38 even though it reads the Latin text "{h}e(ris)", not "he(res)". 35 For details concerning making a military testament see Meyer-Hermann (2012: pp. 125 sqq.), Salák (2016: pp. 145 sqq).
36 Protector Augusti is an officer of higher rank (officier supérieur), member of the imperial guard (gardes-de-corps de'Empereur). Desjardins (1873: p. 64) . See also CLEPann (2007: p. 68 ) concerning the denomination of rank.
37 Sandars (2007: p. 255 ).
38 Cited according to Weber-Hiden. There are also German translations not containing the term "der Erbe", e.g. Geist (1969: p. 215) translates the verse in question as follows: "Wer du auch bist nach mir der herr dieses Hauses und Gartens."
Subsequently, a question might occur, why the word "whoever" ("quisquis") is used, while mere "who" ("quis") could seem sufficient. May be, it was because of the metrics. But it can be because of the effectiveness of the provision as well. The testator can appoint the heir or legatee under specific condition (sub condicione) or sub modo, he can impose the beneficiary to give a thing to another person or to conduct a specified activity (legatum, fideicommissum). In order to secure the most appropriate fulfilment of his will, he can also appoint substitutes for situations when the intended beneficiary does not accept the heritage or the bequest (in specific cases, a substitution applies even if the intended beneficiary accepts it: substitutio pupillaris, quasi pupillaris, fideicommissaria).
39
In such cases, it needs to be analysed, whether the restrictions are valid only for the first beneficiary intended, or even for his substitutes. The latter is made by the pronoun "quisquis".
40 Then, the usual formulation is "quisquis mihi heres erit", 41 The share obtained by an heir through the substitution of his co-heir will benefit the legatee, for, in this instance, the heir resembles one who has been appointed absolutely for one part of the estate, and conditionally for another. Where, however, he refuses to accept the estate, the legacies with which he is charged will not increase by accrual; for instance, where they are bequeathed specifically, and not in general terms, as to "Whomever shall be my heir."
41 The expression "quisquis mihi" in connection with "heres erit" (eventually in plural "heredes erunt" or with other words inserted between the two expressions) can be found in the following 33 fragments of the 
Conclusion
When considering an appropriate way -"{h}e(ris)" or "he(res)" -of emending the inscription CIL III, 4185, there are various aspects to be considered. From the juridical point of view, "he(res)" may be more precise as the expression "d(o)m(inus)" can be interpreted as specifying which co-heir will be burdened, while the meaning of the missing verb can be easily inferred. From the epigraphic point of view, "he(res)" is more likely because of the manner how the abbreviations "HE" and "E" are usually dealt with. The way the inscriptions uses aspiration supports the reading "he(res)" as well. On the other hand, the metrical rules prefer the reading "{h}e(ris)", even though "he(res)" can be with some problems tolerated, too. Finally, the literary and inscriptionary parallels can support the both readings. We may conclude that the suggested reading "he(res)" seems to fit better into the inscription; nonetheless, the traditional reading "{h}e(ris)" cannot be excluded. Considering the very close meaning (at least from the layman's point of view, when the heir -heres -is the one who will be -eris -the owner) and the quite similar spelling of both words, it might be a sort of contaminatio of both meaning and spelling.
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